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Observation of asymmetric distributions of magnetic singularities across magnetic multilayers
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Whereas a great deal of work is being devoted to magnetic singularities in two-dimensional (2D) systems
(surfaces, interfaces, films) due to their possible applications, much less is known about their properties along the
perpendicular direction. Here, we report on a pronounced asymmetry of the in-depth distribution of meronlike
magnetic textures, which are magnetic singularities similar to ½ skyrmions, in magnetic layers. Meron textures
are observed to be distributed in two groups defined by their topology. One of them resides almost exclusively
at the top surface of the film and the other at the bottom one. This observation has been brought to light with
element-specific magnetic transmission soft x-ray microscopy. Micromagnetic simulations reveal that closure
domains are at the origin of this asymmetry. The result might be of general interest for controlling magnetic
three-dimensional (3D) architectures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic singularities in thin films are a subject of intense
research since their stability is appropriate for applications
in transport of information in magnetic devices. A variety
of magnetic singularities has been investigated, including
vortices in magnetic dots [1], half vortices and domain walls
in nanowires [2], Bloch points in perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (PMA) materials and nanowires [3,4], or magnetic
dislocations [5], and skyrmions in helical magnets [6,7] and
multilayers [8–10]. The controlled manipulation of magnetic
singularities depends on their topological characteristics as
chirality and polarity [11–15] which, in certain cases, can
be used to establish detailed procedures for their nucleation
[16–19]. Up to now, most of the published research deals with
magnetic defects and transport confined in two-dimensional
(2D) thin films, i.e. films with magnetization quasiuniform
along their thickness. In this paper, we have concentrated
on the direction perpendicular to the interfaces since vertical
coupling mechanisms are also fundamental for the design of
three-dimensional (3D) magnetic devices [20–22]. As it will
be described below, a strong asymmetry in the propagation
of meronlike magnetic defects across a multilayer film was
observed. Depending on their topological characteristics,
meronlike textures appear at the upper or lower part of the
film. This finding has been rationalized with micromagnetic
simulations which revealed that the closure domains that
minimize stray fields in the multilayer are the symmetry-
selecting agents.

Magnetic merons are topological defects similar to
skyrmions but with half of their skyrmionic charge, i.e. the
orientation of the magnetization vector covers half of the
unit sphere. A variety of merons has been identified in
magnetic systems, such as in-plane magnetic vortices [23],
or at endpoints of helical or PMA stripes [16,24–29]. In this
second case, the magnetic configuration at the stripe endpoint

in a 2D magnetic film consists of an in-plane half vortex plus
an out-of-plane polarity change (see Fig. 1). According to
Ezawa [25], the magnetic configuration at a stripe endpoint
in a 2D magnetic film can be considered as an individual
magnetic defect since it is physically separated from the
other end of the stripe, and its skyrmionic charge, calculated
within a half-disk region (dashed line in Fig. 1) covering
the stripe endpoint, is Q = 1/2. Magnetic domains in PMA
films are often organized in arrays of parallel magnetic stripes
that frequently show branching and endpoints leading to the
so-called magnetic dislocations where meronlike magnetic
textures as in Fig. 1 are sometimes formed [28]. Exchange
and magnetostatic interactions may lead to the propagation of
these textures across the thickness in 3D multilayers.

In this paper, we report on the description of meronlike mag-
netic textures in multilayers consisting of a thin weak PMA
layer sandwiched in between two in-plane anisotropy magnetic
layers and on the observed asymmetries in the distribution of
these magnetic singularities across the multilayer thickness.
The results are based on detailed imaging of the domains with
a soft x-ray microscope. The relatively large probing depth
(more than 100 nm) and the atom-specific magnetic dichroic
images acquired at different angles allowed us to show that the
top and bottom surfaces of the films present meronlike textures
with different topological characteristics. This finding has been
rationalized with two selection rules which might be of general
use for the control of 3D magnetic architectures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Sample preparation

Magnetic configuration was studied in Gd12 Co88/

Nd16 Co84/Ni80 Fe20 trilayers [Fig. 2(a)] grown on 50-nm-
thick Si3N4 membranes by dc magnetron sputtering from
Gd-Co, Nd-Co, and Ni-Fe targets [28,30]. The central Nd-Co
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FIG. 1. (a) Magnetization configuration around a dislocation
meron within the stripe domain pattern. (b) Zoom of the meron texture
localized at the white stripe domain endpoint: Dotted line indicates the
stripe endpoint region in which the skyrmionic charge is concentrated;
the magnetization contains an in-plane half vortex together with an
out-of-plane polarity change—white/black arrows—and, therefore,
wraps half of the unit sphere.

layer supports a stripe domain pattern with a typical stripe
pattern period � in the 100–300 nm range [31] that is imprinted
by exchange and magnetostatic interactions to the adjacent in-
plane anisotropy Gd-Co and Ni-Fe layers. Different magnetic
elements are chosen for each layer to allow for an independent
mapping of the magnetization at different sample depths
using element selective x-ray dichroic absorption [32]. The
bottom layer is made of Gd12 Co88, a ferrimagnetic alloy
[30] with saturation magnetization MS = 6 × 105 A/m and
in-plane uniaxial anisotropy. At this composition and room
temperature, the alloy magnetization is aligned with the

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 2. (a) Trilayer structure (sample A). (b) Micromagnetic
simulation of the magnetization of the weak stripe pattern in sample
A at remanence. (c) Magnetization configuration at the center of
the Nd-Co layer in (b). � indicates stripe pattern period. Note that,
in this central plane, the magnetization is fully out of plane except
at the domain walls separating up/down stripes. (d) Magnetization
configuration across the thickness in (b). Note the presence of My-Mz

closure domain vortices of alternating chirality.

Co sublattice and antiparallel to the Gd ion magnetization
[30]. The central layer is made of Nd16 Co84, an amorphous
ferromagnetic alloy [31] with MS = 7.5 × 105 A/m and weak
PMA (out-of-plane anisotropy KN = 105 J/m3). The Ni80Fe20

permalloy layer has MS = 8.5 × 105A/m and small in-plane
uniaxial anisotropy. In-plane easy axes in bottom/top layers
are parallel due to sample-target geometry during growth and
define x axis direction in the magnetic measurements.

Two trilayers were used in this paper: Sample A (60 nm
Gd12Co88/40 nm Nd16Co84/30 nm Ni80Fe20) and sample B
(40 nm Gd12Co88/60 nm Nd16Co84/40 nm Ni80Fe20). In order
to favor the nucleation of meronlike textures that occurs during
in-plane magnetization reversal of the stripe pattern [28], the
samples were prepared following different magnetic histories
prior to magnetic transmission x-ray microscopy (MTXM)
measurements: Sample A was saturated with an in-plane field
μ0Hx = 150 mT and, then, brought to remanence through
several minor loops of decreasing amplitude. Sample B was
first saturated with μ0Hx = −150 mT; then a small positive
field μ0Hx = 8 mT was applied to initiate the reversal process
(smaller than coercivity μ0Hx = 10 mT), and subsequently
μ0Hx was reduced to zero. Both samples were imaged at
remanence.

B. MTXM

Samples A and B were imaged at zero field by the full
field transmission soft x-ray microscope of the Mistral Beam
line at ALBA Synchrotron described elsewhere [28,33,34].
Element-specific magnetic dichroic images were acquired by
tuning the circularly polarized photon beam energy to the Fe
L3 (706.8 eV), Nd M4 (1000.3 eV), and Gd M5 (1189.6 eV)
atomic absorption edges in order to probe the magnetization
of top, central, or bottom layers, respectively, which allowed
us to image the magnetic domains at the upper, central, and
lower part of the multilayer.

The magnetic sensitivity was achieved by selecting photons
emitted below the plane of the orbit of the electrons. As the
electrons in the storage ring circulate in a clockwise (CW)
sense, as seen from above the accelerator, our photon beam
was right-handed (RH) circularly polarized (estimated 96% of
circular polarization) with angular momentum of the photons
in the same sense as the x-ray beam wave vector. The trilayers
were mounted on a goniometer, located inside the microscope
vacuum chamber, having a vertical rotation axis that was
positioned to coincide with the planes of the sample surfaces.
At oblique incidence, θ was defined as the angle between
the x-ray beam and the film normal with positive θ sample
rotation angles corresponding to CW rotations, as seen from
above the sample. Single images were acquired by exposing
the film to the beam during 5 to 40 s, and averages of 4 to
40 images were collected depending on transmission signal
statistics which was determined by the layer thickness and the
angle of incidence of the beam. The averaged images were
normalized to the incoming photon flux, and the background
inhomogeneities were corrected by a flat field image, taken
without sample. Some of the images were Fourier filtered
to remove long spatial frequency experimental artifacts.
Stability of the microscope, photon beam, and beamline
optics were mandatory for not having blurring and drifts of
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the images. The observed magnetic textures were stable for
hours.

C. Micromagnetic simulations

Micromagnetic simulations of the magnetization reversal
of 3D GdCo/NdCo/NiFe multilayers were performed for
comparison with the MTXM images using the finite difference
code MuMax3 for calculations [35] and MuView code [36]
for visualization. The films were discretized into cells with
dimensions (height × width × depth) of 4 × 4 × 4 nm3 for a
total of 4096 × 4096 × 128 nm3. Material parameters for each
layer, taken from the magnetic characterization by hysteresis
loops of single layers of each material, are (a) permalloy
(Ni-Fe): MS = 8.5 × 105 A/m, in plane uniaxial anisotropy
Ku = 850 J/m3; (b) Nd-Co: MS = 7.5 × 105 A/m and out-of-
plane anisotropy KN = 1.4 × 105 J/m3; and (c) Gd-Co: MS =
6 × 105 A/m,Ku = 4.6 × 103 J/m3. The corresponding ex-
change constants are: AEX(Ni-Fe) = 1.3 × 10−11 J/m [35],
AEX(Nd-Co) = 0.7 × 10−11 J/m [28], and AEX(Gd-Co) =
1.0 × 10−11 J/m [30].

Figures 2(b)–2(d) show the simulated magnetic configura-
tion of sample A at remanence after saturating with μ0Hx =
1 T: in the central Nd-Co layer [Fig. 2(c)], there is a pattern
of up and down parallel stripes (Mz = ±MS) with period
� separated by Bloch walls in which the magnetization is
oriented along Mx . This periodic pattern is imprinted into the
top/bottom layers as a periodic oscillation of the magnetization
with smaller Mz amplitude and larger average Mx . In addition,
a periodic closure domain structure of My-Mz vortices of
alternating rotation sense appears across the sample thickness
[Fig. 2(d)].

III. ANALYSIS OF MAGNETIC CONFIGURATION FROM
MTXM IMAGES

Figure 3 shows a series of images of the same region of
sample A taken at Fe (top layer), Nd (central layer), and Gd
(bottom layer) absorption edges at normal incidence [Figs.
3(a)–3(c)] and at oblique incidence θ = 35◦ [Figs. 3(d)–3(f)].
At oblique incidence, θ is the angle between the x-ray beam
and the film normal and x rays are arriving from negative
x. Magnetic contrast is proportional to the projection of the
local magnetization to the x-ray beam direction [32]; thus,
the first three images [Figs. 3(a)–3(c)] are only sensitive to
Mz. They display an identical pattern of black-white stripes
with period of ∼250 nm. The same magnetic dislocations
(i.e. stripe bifurcations) appear in all the images [the Y1
bifurcation in Fig. 3(b) is not observed due to instrumental
reasons described in the figure caption], confirming that the
stripe pattern of Nd-Co has been imprinted into the top
Ni-Fe and bottom Gd-Co layers. There is just a noticeable
difference in Fig. 3(c) in comparison with Figs. 3(a)–3(b):
white bifurcations in the Fe and Nd edges appear as black
bifurcations in the Gd edge. This contrast reversal is due to the
ferrimagnetic character of the Gd-Co alloy at this composition
[30]: Gd magnetic moment is antiparallel to Co and to the
net magnetization vector at each point which leads to this
reversal in magnetic contrast. The precise relationship of the
contrasts of the images and the signs of the magnetization was

FIG. 3. (a)–(c) Magnetic domains in sample A of the same region
acquired at θ = 0◦ (Mz contrast). (a), (b), and (c) correspond to Fe
(top Ni-Fe layer), Nd (central Nd-Co layer), and Gd (bottom Gd-Co
layer) magnetizations, respectively. Scale bar 1 µm. Images (d)–(f)
are from the same area acquired at θ = 35◦: they include Mx and Mz

contrast and are contracted by a factor 1/cos(35◦) = 1.22 along the
x direction. Note the differences in contrast around dislocations Y1
and Y2 between the images (d) and (f) corresponding to top/bottom
layers, respectively. (g) and (h) Contrast profiles at θ = 35◦ along P1
and P2 lines on images (d) and (f). The four contrast levels arise from
the different (Mx,Mz) sign combinations. Note that dislocation Y1 is
out of the field of view in (b) due to a 0.5 μm horizontal displacement
of this image relative to (a) and (c).

determined from the handedness of the x-ray helicity and the
sample geometry: [black, white] corresponds to [+Mz,−Mz]
in Figs. 3(a)–3(b), whereas [white, black] to [+Mz,−Mz)
in Fig. 3(c).

Figures 3(d)–3(f), measured at θ = 35◦, include both Mx

and Mz contrast due to the oblique x-ray incidence. A fact
is very clear at the Fe edge image [Fig. 3(d)]: the stripe
pattern now contains four levels of gray that correspond
to [(+Mx, + Mz),(−Mx, + Mz),(+Mx,−Mz),(−Mx,−Mz)]
domains, respectively, as indicated by the intensity profiles
in Fig. 3(g). Taking into account x-ray photon polarization
and the microscope geometry, it is possible to extract un-
equivocally the local orientation of Mx and Mz in each of
the three layers from the absorption intensities and their
variation with θ angle. In more detail, for Fe L3 and Nd
M4 edges, as absorption is larger (smaller) for parallel
(antiparallel) alignment between the angular momentum of
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the photons and the sample magnetization [32], white (black)
stripes correspond to negative (positive) signs of Mz. In
addition, at positive θ angles, brighter (darker) white stripes
correspond to negative (positive) sense of Mx , and darker
(less dark) black stripes correspond to positive (negative)
Mx sense. For the Gd M5 case, the total magnetization of
the GdCo alloy is opposite to the orientation of the Gd
magnetic moments [30], and the above rules are sign reversed
[Fig. 3(h)].

A meronlike texture can be identified at the upper part of
Fig. 3(d) (labeled as Y1): there is a black stripe bifurcation
in which one of the branches is black and the other is
dark gray. That is, at the dislocation core, Mx performs a
π rotation (an in-plane half vortex), while Mz is reversed,
which corresponds to a meronlike magnetic texture, similar
to the sketch in Fig. 1 [25,28]. However, since Mz is smaller
than MS at the top/bottom layers (as shown by micromagnetic
simulations in Fig. 2), its skyrmionic charge is in fact smaller
than ½, and therefore, it is not a fully developed meron.
Here, Nd magnetization images appear very similar at normal
and oblique incidence [Figs. 3(b) and 3(e)], indicating a very
small in-plane magnetization component at the central layer
consistent with the micromagnetic simulations in Fig. 2(c).
Also, at the bottom Gd-Co layer, [Fig. 3(f)], an almost uniform
stripe pattern is found, quite different from the image of the
top Fe-Ni layer. There is just one black stripe at the lower
part of the image, corresponding to a (−Mx,−Mz) domain,

(b1) (b2)

(a1) (a2)

(a3) (a4)

(b3) (b4)

FIG. 4. Definition of parameters used to describe the topology
of meronlike textures: (a) Meron texture on the upper layer (Fe
magnetization) at θ = +35◦: (a1) As measured, (a2) dislocation
Burgers vector, (a3) core polarity, and (a4) in-plane half vortex
chirality and Mx sign. (b) Same as in (a) for a meron at the bottom
layer (Gd magnetization). The overall contrast sign reversal is due to
the ferrimagnetic nature of Gd-Co.

i.e. an Mx reversed stripe starting at a dislocation core that
marks the presence of a meronlike texture (labeled as Y2).
Note that contrast reversal at meron Y1 appears only at the
top Ni-Fe layer [Fig. 3(d)] but not at the bottom Gd-Co layer
[Fig. 3(f)]. On the other hand, meron Y2 is only seen at the
Gd image, and no in-plane contrast reversal is found at the
Fe image. A statistical analysis of magnetic singularities in
the sample shows that the asymmetric in-depth magnetization
configuration of meronlike textures bound to dislocations
observed in Fig. 3 is a general trend: measurements of 28
different 10 × 10 μm2 sample regions showed that 85% of the
observed merons were located either at the top Ni-Fe layer or
at the bottom Gd-Co layer but not on both.

Further insight into the origin of these top-bottom mag-
netization asymmetries can be obtained from the topological
characteristics of meron textures in each layer: Burgers vector
B of the stripe dislocation, polarity P , chirality of in-plane half
vortex, and Mx sign before bifurcation.

Figure 4 shows two examples illustrating the parameters
used to describe the meron textures, taking into account the
equivalence between contrast levels and (Mx,Mz) orientation.
Figure 4(a) corresponds to a meron texture observed only
on the top Fe image but not at the bottom Gd side. First,
Burgers vector is determined by the orientation of the bifur-
cation relative to spatial coordinates: in this case, B = � uy
[Fig. 4(a2)] and it will be labeled as B+; second, meron
polarity P is given by Mz sign reversal: in this case Mz is
pointing up inside the dislocation core so we describe it as P+
[Fig. 4(a3)]; third, chirality of meron in-plane half vortex is
given by the rotation sense of Mx in the reversed/unreversed
stripes after the bifurcation: CW in this case [Fig. 4(a4)];
finally, Mx orientation before the bifurcation is negative in
this case, and it will be labeled as Mx− [Fig. 4(a4), arrow at

TABLE I. Statistics of the observed distribution of meronlike
textures in samples A and B. Data are shown for the top Ni-Fe or
bottom Gd-Co layers in terms of their topological characteristics: Mx

sign, Burgers vector, polarity, and in-plane half vortex chirality.

Strong rule Weak rule

Sample A Top NiFe

Mx+ Mx−
B+ B− B+ B− Mx+ Mx−

P+ 0 7 2 0 CCW 4 1
P− 9 0 0 1 CW 12 2

Bottom GdCo
P+ 1 0 0 0 CCW 2 0
P− 0 1 0 0 CW 0 0
Sample B Top NiFe

Mx+ Mx−
B+ B− B+ B− Mx+ Mx−

P+ 0 0 149 0 CCW 0 193
P− 0 0 0 175 CW 0 131

Bottom GdCo
P+ 0 0 0 16 CCW 0 29
P− 0 0 14 0 CW 0 1
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TABLE II. Resulting meron statistics after applying the equivalence between topological indexes by symmetry relations. RH and LH
indicate handedness of the Bloch point that has propagated away from the dislocation, deduced from meron chirality and polarity.

Mx+,B+,P+ Mx+,B−,P+ CW CCW

Top 0 10 14(RH) 5(LH)
Sample A

Bottom 11 0 0(LH) 2(RH)

Top 0 163 131(RH) 193(LH)
Sample B

Bottom 191 0 1(LH) 29(RH)

the right]. A similar analysis of a meron texture appearing only
at the Gd image (i.e. only at the bottom Gd-Co layer) is shown

in Fig. 4(b) resulting in [Mx+,B+,P+, counterclockwise
(CCW)] topological indices.

(a1) (a2)

(b1) (b2)

(c1)

(d)

(c2)

FIG. 5. Micromagnetic configuration at magnetic dislocations (stripe bifurcations) in a 60 nm Gd-Co/40 nm Nd-Co/30 nm Ni-Fe trilayer
at (a) top, (b) central, and (c) bottom layers; (a1), (b1), and (c1) micromagnetic simulations; (a2), (b2), and (c2) sketches of (Mx,My)
configuration at closure domains around a dislocation core. Note the presence of small –Mx regions at the dislocation core at either top/bottom
layers depending on Burgers vector and polarity (see dotted arrows). Hx denotes the field applied to reverse the magnetization of the sample
and induce meron texture nucleation (but absent during the MTXM measurements at remanence). (d) Cross-section view of magnetization
configuration in a [Mx+,B+,P+, CCW, bottom] meron texture obtained by micromagnetic simulations. LH and RH are defined by the hand
used to describe closure vortex rotation relative to applied field. White triangle marks the reversed domain at the bottom part of the sample.
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FIG. 6. Sketch indicating the relation between Bloch point hand-
edness (RH/LH) and chirality for a CCW meron texture emerging at
bottom side of the film under −Hx field.

IV. MERON DISTRIBUTION AND MICROMAGNETIC
CONFIGURATION

Table I summarizes the topological characteristics of the
meron textures observed in samples A and B, either at the
Ni-Fe top layer or at the Gd-Co bottom layer. A strong trend
(that we will designate as “strong rule” hereafter) is found for
certain preferred combinations of Mx sign, Burgers vector, and
polarity at each layer, as observed in the left part of Table I.
For positive Mx , meron textures with (B−,P+) and (B+,P−)
appear only at the top Ni-Fe layer, whereas meron textures
with (B−,P−) and (B+,P+) emerge only at the bottom side
of the sample (Gd-Co layer). For negative Mx , this trend is
reversed and (B−,P−) and (B+,P+) meron textures are seen
only at the top Ni-Fe layer.

A weaker but clear trend may be observed at the right part
of Table I regarding in-plane half vortex chirality: in sample
A, most meron textures observed at top Ni-Fe layer rotate CW
(74%), independently of Mx sign, Burgers vector or polarity;
whereas the two meron textures observed at the bottom Gd-Co
layer rotate CCW. In Sample B, CCW chirality is dominant at
the bottom layer, but CW/CCW distribution is more balanced
at the top NiFe layer.

There is also an imbalance in Mx+/Mx− populations that
is related to the different magnetic history in each sample.
Here, Mx+ meron textures dominate in sample A (saturated
in a positive Hx field), but there is also a significant number

of Mx− meron textures due to the alternating field used
in the demagnetization process. In sample B, only Mx−
meron textures are observed, which is consistent with its
magnetic history: after saturating it with μ0Hx = −150 mT,
magnetization reversal was initiated with a positive field
μ0Hx = 8 mT, smaller than sample coercivity.

The statistical distribution of meron textures in Table I can
be simplified considering symmetry operations that result in
equivalent magnetization configurations (see Appendix A for
details), as shown in Table II. For both studied samples, the
strong selection rule is clearly fulfilled, and the analysis of the
preferred combinations of topological indices is reduced to a
simple question: Why are (Mx+,B−,P+) meron textures at
the top of the trilayer and (Mx+,B+,P+) meron textures at
the bottom?

The answer to this question can be traced back to the
closure domain structure that develops across the thickness
of the stripe pattern due to the stray field of the central layer.
This can be illustrated with the micromagnetic simulations
of a (Mx+,B+,P+) meron texture in a GdCo/NdCo/FeNi
trilayer under a negative Hx field that reverses the initially
saturated positive Mx magnetization, as shown in Fig. 5. In a
parallel stripe domain pattern, the magnetization turns across
the thickness in a series of Mz-My vortices surrounding the
Mx Bloch walls that separate stripe domains [see sketch in
Fig. 5(b2)]. The strong selection rule originates from the
disruption of this periodic closure vortex pattern at stripe
domain dislocations. As sketched in Fig. 5(b2), the Bloch
wall that bounds the central white stripe locally rotates at
the dislocation core from ux into the uy direction. In turn,
the closure domain vortices that surround this Bloch wall
rotate from the My-Mz plane into the Mx-Mz plane [see
Figs. 5(a2)–5(c2)], and therefore, a small Mx reversed region
appears at the dislocation core (see dotted arrows) at top for a
(B−,P+) dislocation [Fig. 5(a2)] and at the bottom surface for
a (B+,P+) dislocation [Fig. 5(c2)]. As the negative Hx field
increases, these reversed regions serve as starting points of
in-plane magnetization reversal by the propagation of a Bloch
point away from the dislocation core forming a meronlike
texture [28]. In this process, a – Mx domain is created confined
either to the bottom/top half of the sample depending on the

FIG. 7. Transformation of dislocation/meron texture under: (a) a 180° rotation around ux showing the reversal of polarity, chirality, and
top/bottom exchange; (b) 180° rotation around uz showing the reversal of Mx and Burgers vector.
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TABLE III. Equivalence relations under 180° rotations around uz or ux of meronlike textures in sample A. Bold indicates index
transformation upon rotation.

Meron class uz180◦ rotation ux180◦ rotation uz180◦ rotation + ux180◦ rotation Total

Mx+,B+,P+, top Mx−,B−,P+, top Mx+,B+,P−, bottom Mx−,B−,P−, bottom
0 0 0 0 0

Mx+,B+,P+, bottom Mx−,B−,P+, bottom Mx+,B+,P−, top Mx−,B−,P−, top
1 0 1 1 11

Mx+,B−,P+, top Mx−,B+,P+, top Mx+,B−,P−, bottom Mx−,B+,P−, bottom
7 2 1 0 10

Mx+,B−,P+, bottom Mx−,B+,P+, bottom Mx+,B−,P−, top Mx−,B+,P−, top
0 0 0 0 0

location of the initial reversed nucleus [see triangular region
at the cross-section depicted in Fig. 5(d) for (Mx+,B+,P+)
meronlike texture]. Thus, the unbalanced in-depth distribution
of meronlike textures is directly related to the opposite in-plane
magnetization orientation of closure domains at opposite film
surfaces: e.g. for the (Mx+,B+,P+) dislocation depicted in
Fig. 5, Mx reversal is hindered at the top film surface due to the
extra +Mx component of the closure vortex, while it is favored
at the bottom surface by the –Mx component of this same
closure domain vortex (dotted arrow) in Fig. 5(c2). Inverting
Burgers vector moves this small –Mx region at the dislocation
core from the bottom to the top sample surface [see e.g.
the comparison between (Mx+,B+,P+) and (Mx+,B−,P+)
dislocations sketched in Figs. 5(a2)–5(c2)], in agreement with
the strong selection rule experimentally found in Tables I
and II. This mechanism relies only on the rotation sense of
closure vortices relative to dislocation cores, and therefore, it
is independent of the particular materials used in this paper
(that were chosen only to have x-ray element selectivity in
the different layers), and it is also observed in micromagnetic
simulations of NdCo/NiFe bilayers (see Appendix B).

The origin of the second rule, namely the statistical
imbalance between CW and CCW meron textures at the upper
and lower sides of the film, is more subtle. It can be related
to the mechanism for meron texture nucleation at the central
Nd-Co layer that requires the propagation of a Bloch point
away from the dislocation core along one of the domain walls
that bound the stripe domain bifurcation (see sketch in Fig. 6).
Depending on the bifurcation branch chosen for Bloch point
propagation, the in-plane half vortex chirality of the resulting
meronlike texture will be either CW or CCW. As indicated
in Fig. 6, the two branches of a magnetic dislocation have
different handedness [37], RH and left hand (LH), with respect

to the direction of the applied field Hx . A possible explanation
for the observed CW/CCW imbalance might be the following:
The Hx field exerts a gyromagnetic torque on the positive z

component of the core magnetization (P+) directed towards
the positive y direction that favors the RH branch for the
head-to-head Bloch point propagation resulting in a CCW
texture. The same argument holds for CW textures at the upper
side and P− polarity.

The analysis of the closure vortex handedness in each of the
observed meron textures, summarized in Table II, shows that
RH Bloch propagation is dominant in sample A at the top and
bottom surfaces and in sample B at the bottom surface (97%
RH vs 3% LH). However, the top surface of sample B exhibits
a more balanced distribution with preference for LH Bloch
points (40% RH vs 60% of LH). This different trend might be
related to the much larger density of dislocations and meron
textures in sample B (0.26 dislocation/μm2 in comparison
with 0.014 dislocation/μm2 in sample A). Micromagnetic
simulations, shown in Appendix B, suggest that interactions
between dislocations provide an extra random mechanism for
the selection of meron chirality that might explain why the
second rule is less robust than the first one.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the micromagnetic configurations of meron-
like textures bound to magnetic dislocations (i.e. bifurcations
in the stripe pattern) in NdCo films sandwiched between GdCo
and NiFe layers (over 100 nm total thickness) have been
imaged with soft x-ray microscopy by individually mapping
the top, central, and bottom parts of the films. Depending
on their topological characteristics, meronlike textures are
observed almost exclusively at the top or bottom layers.

TABLE IV. Equivalence relations under 180° rotations around uz or ux of meronlike textures in sample B. Bold indicates index transformation
upon rotation.

Meron class uz180◦ rotation ux180◦ rotation uz180◦ rotation + ux180◦ rotation Total

Mx+,B+,P+, top Mx−,B−,P+, top Mx+,B + ,P−, bottom Mx−,B−,P−, bottom
0 0 0 0 0

Mx+,B+,P+, bottom Mx−,B−,P+, bottom Mx+,B + ,P−, top Mx−,B−,P−, top
0 16 0 175 191

Mx+,B−,P+, top Mx−,B+,P+, top Mx+,B−,P−, bottom Mx−,B+,P−, bottom
0 149 0 14 163

Mx+,B−,P+, bottom Mx−,B+,P+, bottom Mx+,B−,P−, top Mx−,B+,P−, top
0 0 0 0 0
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FIG. 8. Micromagnetic simulation of meronlike textures of a
40 nm Nd-Co/30 nm Ni-Fe bilayer under a −17.5 mT field pulse
(central plane). White/black stripes correspond to up/down domains
(Mz = ±MS). In-plane magnetization is confined to the domain walls
that separate black/white stripes and oriented along them (thin arrows
indicate in-plane magnetization at each domain wall). Chirality
statistics are balanced in this case (3 CW vs 3 CCW). Note the
pronounced zigzags of the stripe pattern. Double arrows indicate
Bloch points.

This pronounced separation is based on the disruption, by
the stripe domain dislocation cores, of the periodic closure
vortex pattern of magnetization in the film which leads to the
appearance of small reversed nuclei that cause the observed
top/bottom asymmetry. Additionally, we have observed that
small magnetic dislocation densities favor opposite meron
chiralities at top/bottom surfaces, which may be associated
with a symmetry breaking in the propagation of RH/LH
Bloch points during meron nucleation. These results are a
consequence of the detailed local magnetization symmetries
for stray field minimization and, therefore, are of general
applicability independent of the chemical composition of
the layers. They might pave the way to 3D micromagnetic
engineering in future applications.
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APPENDIX A: SYMMETRY OPERATIONS AND
EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS ON MERONLIKE TEXTURES

Symmetry operations were used to obtain equivalence
relations between the different observed meronlike textures.
For example, as sketched in Fig. 7(a), a 180° rotation around
ux that induces a sign change of y, z, My , and Mz causes an
inversion of polarity and bottom-top sample surfaces which
implies that a (Mx+,B+,P+) meron texture at the bottom
surface is equivalent to a (Mx+,B+,P−) meron texture at the
top surface. Also, as indicated in Fig. 7(b), a 180° rotation
around uz causes a sign inversion of Burgers vector, Mx , and
of the magnetic field Hx applied during meron nucleation so
that a (Mx+,B+,P+) meron texture nucleated under −Hx

is equivalent to a (Mx−,B−,P+) meron texture nucleated
under +Hx . Index transformation upon 180° rotations around
ux and uz have been performed in order to obtain the
equivalence criteria between the different possible meron
textures, as indicated in Tables III and IV for samples A
and B, respectively. This has allowed us to transform the raw
experimental statistics of Table I into the simplified Table II
shown in this paper.

APPENDIX B: MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS OF
INTERACTING DISLOCATIONS IN NdCo/FeNi BILAYER

Interactions between dislocations can have a clear effect on
the nucleation of meronlike textures, particularly in chirality
selection, as shown in the micromagnetic simulations of
a NdCo/NiFe bilayer (Fig. 8). All meron textures in this
simulation emerge at the bottom layer, following the strong
selection rule. The dislocation density is relatively large,
which creates deformations of the stripe pattern and bends
the dislocation axes away from the field direction (note the
pronounced zigzags in the stripe pattern shown in Fig. 8).
This provides an additional mechanism to break the symmetry
between the two branches of the dislocation and select
the preferred branch for Bloch point propagation. In this
case, the resulting meron texture chirality depends on the
local magnetic environment leading to balanced CW/CCW
distributions.
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